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Abstract—Inverted Generational Distance (IGD) has been
widely considered as a reliable performance indicator to concur-
rently quantify the convergence and diversity of multi- and many-
objective evolutionary algorithms. In this paper, an IGD indicator-
based evolutionary algorithm for solving many-objective opti-
mization problems (MaOPs) has been proposed. Specifically, the
IGD indicator is employed in each generation to select the
solutions with favorable convergence and diversity. In addition,
a computationally efficient dominance comparison method is
designed to assign the rank values of solutions along with three
newly proposed proximity distance assignments. Based on these
two designs, the solutions are selected from a global view by
linear assignment mechanism to concern the convergence and
diversity simultaneously. In order to facilitate the accuracy of
the sampled reference points for the calculation of IGD indicator,
we also propose an efficient decomposition-based nadir point
estimation method for constructing the Utopian Pareto front
which is regarded as the best approximate Pareto front for real-
world MaOPs at the early stage of the evolution. To evaluate
the performance, a series of experiments is performed on the
proposed algorithm against a group of selected state-of-the-
art many-objective optimization algorithms over optimization
problems with 8-, 15-, and 20-objective. Experimental results
measured by the chosen performance metrics indicate that the
proposed algorithm is very competitive in addressing MaOPs.
Index Terms—Nadir point, inverted generational distance, lin-
ear assignment problem, many-objective evolutionary optimiza-
tion algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
MANY-OBJECTIVE Optimization Problems (MaOPs)refer to the optimization tasks involvingm (i.e.,m > 3)
conflicting objectives to be optimized concurrently [1]. Gener-
ally, an MaOP is with the mathematic form represented by (1)


y = f(x) = (f1(x), · · · , fm(x))
s.t. x ∈ Ω
(1)
where Ω ⊆ Rn is the feasible search space for the decision
variables x = (x1, · · · , xn)
T , and f : Ω → Θ ⊆ Rm
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is the corresponding objective vector including m objectives
which maps the n-dimensional decision space Ω to the m-
dimensional objective space Θ. Without loss of generality, f(x)
is assumed to be minimized since the maximization problems
can be transformed into the minimization problems due to
the duality principle. Because of the conflicting nature in the
objective functions, there is no single perfect solution for f(x),
but a set of tradeoff solutions which form the Pareto Set (PS)
in the decision space and the corresponding Pareto Front (PF)
in the objective space.
Optimization algorithms for addressing an MaOP aim at
searching for a set of uniformly distributed solutions which are
closely approximating the PF. Because the MaOPs widely exist
in diverse real-world applications, such as policy management
in land exploitation with 14-objective [2] and calibration of au-
tomotive engine with 10-objective [3], to name a few, various
algorithms for solving MaOPs have been developed. Among
these algorithms, the evolutionary paradigms are considerably
preferable due to their population-based meta-heuristic charac-
teristics obtaining a set of quality solutions in a single run.
During the past decades, various Multi-Objective Evolu-
tionary Algorithms (MOEAs), such as elitist Non-dominated
Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II) [4], advanced version of
Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA2) [5], among
others, have been proposed to effectively solve Multi-Objective
Optimization Problems (MOPs). Unfortunately, these MOEAs
do not scale well with the increasing number of objectives,
mainly due to the loss of selection pressure. To be specific,
the number of non-dominated solutions in MaOPs accounts
for a large proportion of the current population because of the
dominance resistance phenomenon [6] caused by the curse of
dimensionality [7], so that the traditional elitism mechanism
based on Pareto-domination cannot effectively differentiate
which solutions should survive into the next generation. As
a result, the density-based diversity promotion mechanism is
considered the sole mechanism for mating and environmental
selections [8]. However, the solutions with good diversity in
MaOPs are generally not only distant from each other but
also away from the PF. Consequently, the evolution with the
solutions generated by the activated diversity promotion is
stagnant or even far away from the PF [9]. To this end, various
Many-Objective Evolutionary Algorithms (MaOEAs) specifi-
cally designed for addressing MaOPs have been proposed in
recent years.
Generally, these MaOEAs can be divided into four different
categories. The first category covers the algorithms employing
reference prior to enhancing the diversity promotion which
in turn improve the convergence. For example, the MaOEA
2using reference-point-based non-dominated sorting approach
(NSGA-III) [10] employs a set of reference vectors to assist
the algorithm to select solutions which are close to these
reference vectors. Yuan et al. [11] proposed the reference
line-based algorithm which not only adopted the diversity
improvement mechanism like that in NSGA-III but also in-
troduced convergence enhancement scheme by measuring the
distance between the origin to the solution projections on the
corresponding reference line. In addition, a reference line-
based estimation of distribution algorithm was introduced
in [12] for explicitly promoting the diversity of an MaOEA.
Furthermore, an approach (RVEA) was presented in [13] to
adaptively revise the reference vector positions based on the
scales of the objective functions to balance the diversity and
convergence.
The second category refers to the decomposition-based
algorithms which decompose an MaOP into several single-
objective optimization problems, such as the MOEA based on
Decomposition (MOEA/D) [14] which was initially proposed
for solving MOPs but scaled well for MaOPs. Specifically,
MOEA/D transformed the original MOP/MaOP with m objec-
tives into a group of single-objective optimization problems,
and each sub-problem was solved in its neighboring region
which constrained by their corresponding reference vectors.
Recently, diverse variants [15]–[20] of MOEA/D were pro-
posed for improving the performance much further.
The third category is known as the convergence
enhancement-based approaches. More specifically, the tradi-
tional Pareto dominance comparison methods widely utilized
in MOEAs are not effective in discriminating populations
with good proximity in MaOPs. A natural way is to modify
this comparison principle to promote the selection mechanism.
For example, the ǫ-dominance method [21] employed a re-
laxed factor ǫ to compare the dominance relation between
solutions; Pierro et al. [22] proposed the preference order
ranking approach to replace the traditional non-dominated
sorting. Furthermore, the fuzzy dominance methods [23], [24]
studied the fuzzification of the Pareto-dominance relation
to design the ranking scheme to select promising solutions;
the L-optimality paradigm was proposed in [25] to pick up
solutions whose objectives were with the same importance by
considering their objective value improvements. In addition,
Yang et al. [26] proposed the grid-based approach to select
the solutions that have the higher priority of dominance, and
control the proportion of Pareto-optimal solutions by adjusting
the grid size. Meanwhile, Antonio et al. [27] alternated the
achievement function and the ǫ-indicator method to improve
the performance of MOEA in solving MaOPs. In [28], a mod-
ification of density estimation, termed as shift-based density
estimation, was proposed to make the dominance comparison
better suited for solving MaOPs. Furthermore, the favorable
convergence scheme was proposed in [29] to improve the selec-
tion pressure in mating and environmental selections. Recently,
a knee point-based algorithm (KnEA) [30] was presented as a
secondary selection scheme to enhance the selection pressure.
In summary, these algorithms introduced new comparison
methods, designed effective selection mechanisms, or relaxed
the original comparison approach to improve the selection
pressure in addressing MaOPs.
The fourth category is known as the indicator-based meth-
ods. For instance, several MOEAs based on the hypervolume
(HV) were proposed in [31]–[33], however their major dis-
advantages were the costly overhead in calculating the HV
values especially in solving MaOPs. To this end, Bader and
Zitzler proposed the HypE method with the Monte Carlo
simulation [34] to estimate the HV value. Consequently, the
computational cost was largely lowered compared to its pre-
decessors whose HV values were calculated exactly. In [35],
an △p indicator-based algorithm (△p-EMOA) was proposed
for solving bi-objective optimization problems, and then ex-
tended further for tri-objective problems [36]. Furthermore,
Villalobos and Coello [37] integrated the △p indicator with
the differential evolution [38] to solve MaOPs with up to 10
objectives. Recently, an Inverse Generational Distance Plus
(IGD+) [39] indicator-based evolutionary algorithm (IGD+-
EMOA) was proposed in [40] for addressing MaOPs with
no more than 8 objectives. Basically, the IGD+ indicator is
viewed as a variant of the Inverse Generational Distance (IGD)
indicator.
Although the MaOEAs mentioned above have experimen-
tally demonstrated their promising performance, major issues
are easily to be identified in solving real-world applications.
For example, it is difficult to choose the converting strategy
of the MaOEAs from the second category, which motivates
multiple variants [15], [17], [19], [20], [41], [42] to be
developed further. In addition, the MaOEAs from the first
and third categories only highlighted one of the characters
in their designs (i.e., only the diversity promotion is explicitly
concerned in the MaOEAs from the first category, and the
convergence from the third category). However, both the
diversity and convergence are concurrently desired by the
MaOEAs. In this regard, some performance indicators, which
are capable of simultaneously measuring the diversity and
convergence, such as the HV and IGD indicators, are preferred
to be employed for designing MaOEAs. However, the major
issue of HV is its high computational complexity. Although
the Monte Carlo simulation has been employed to mitigate
this adverse impact, the calculation is still impracticable when
the number of objectives is more than 10 [34], while the
calculation of IGD is scalable without these deficiencies.
In this paper, an IGD indicator-based Many-Objective Evo-
lutionary Algorithm (MaOEA/IGD) has been proposed for ef-
fectively addressing MaOPs, and the contributions are outlined
as follows:
1) A Decomposition-based Nadir Point Estimation method
(DNPE) has been presented to estimate the nadir points
to facilitate the calculation of IGD indicator. In DNPE,
the estimation focuses only on the extreme point areas
and transforms the computation of an m-objective op-
timization problem into m single-objective optimization
problems. Therefore, less computational cost is required
compared to its peer competitors (experiments are demon-
strated in Subsection IV-E).
2) A comparison scheme for the non-dominated sorting
has been designed for improving the convergence of
the proposed algorithm. In this scheme, the dominance
3relations of solutions are not obtained by the comparisons
among all the solutions but the solutions to the reference
points. Therefore, the computational complexity of the
presented comparison scheme is significantly lessened
compared to the traditional comparison means because
the number of reference points is generally much less
than that of the whole population.
3) Three types of proximity distance assignment mecha-
nisms are proposed for the solutions according to their
PF rank values, which make the solutions with good
convergence in the same PF to have higher chances to
be selected. Furthermore, these assignment mechanisms
collectively assure the proposed IGD indicator to be
Pareto compliance.
4) Based on the proposed dominance comparison scheme
and the proximity distance assignments, the selection
mechanism which is employed for the mating selection
and the environmental selection is proposed to concur-
rently facilitate the convergence and the diversity.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. First,
related works are reviewed, and the motivation of the proposed
DNPE is presented in Section II. Then the details of the pro-
posed algorithm are documented in Section III. To evaluate the
performance of the proposed algorithm in addressing MaOPs,
a series of experiments over scalable benchmark test suits are
performed against state-of-the-art MaOEAs, and their results
are measured by commonly chosen performance metrics and
then analyzed in Section IV. In addition, the performance of
the proposed MaOEA/IGD is also demonstrated by solving a
real-world application, and the performance of the proposed
DNPE in nadir point estimation is investigated against its peer
competitors. Finally, the proposed algorithm is concluded and
the future works are illustrated in Section V.
II. RELATED WORKS AND MOTIVATION
Literatures related to the nadir point estimation and IGD
indicator-based EAs are thoroughly reviewed in this sec-
tion. Specifically, the Worst Crowded NSGA-II (WC-NSGA-
II) [43] and the Pareto Corner Search Evolutionary Algorithm
(PCSEA) [44] would be reviewed and criticized in detail,
because the insightful observations of the deficiencies of
these two approaches naturally lead to the motivation of
the proposed DNPE design. In addition, the IGD+-EMOA
is reviewed as well to highlight the utilization of the IGD+
indicator and the reference points sampling for the calculation
of IGD in the proposed MaOEA/IGD. Please note that all the
discussions in this section are with the context of the problem
formulation in (1).
A. Nadir Point Estimation Methods
According to literatures [45], [46], the approaches for esti-
mating the nadir points can be divided into three categories
including the surface-to-nadir, edge-to-nadir, and extreme-
point-to-nadir schemes. In the surface-to-nadir scheme, the
nadir points are constructed from the current Pareto-optimal
solutions, and updated as the corresponding algorithms evolve
towards the PF. MOEAs in [4], [18], [47]–[49] and MaOEAs
in [10], [13], [50] belong to this category. However, these
MOEAs are shown to perform poorly in MaOPs due to
the curse of dimensionality [51]. In addition, the MaOEAs
related methods are not suitable for the proposed algorithm
because the MaOPs have been solved prior to the nadir point
estimation, while the nadir points in this paper are targeted for
addressing MaOPs.
The edge-to-nadir scheme covers the Marcin and Andrzej’s
approach [52], Extremized Crowded NSGA-II (EC-NSGA-
II) [43], and the recently proposed Emphasized Critical Re-
gion (ECR) approach [45]. Specifically, Marcin and Andrzej’s
approach decomposed an m-objective problem into C2m sub-
problems to estimate the nadir point from the C2m edges, in
which the major issues were the poor quality in nadir point
found and the impractical computation complexity beyond
three objectives [45]. EC-NSGA-II modified the crowding
distance of NSGA-II by assigning large rank values to the
solutions which had the minimum or maximum objective
values. The ECR emphasized the solutions lying at the edges
of the PF (i.e., the critical regions) with the adopted MOEAs.
Although EC-NSGA-II and ECR have been reported to be
capable of estimating the nadir points in MaOPs, they required
a significantly large number of functional evaluations [45].
The extreme-point-to-nadir approaches refer to employ a
direct means to estimate the extreme points based on which the
nadir points are derived, such as the Worst Crowded NSGA-
II (WC-NSGA-II) [43] in which the worst crowded solutions
(extreme points) were preferred by ranking their crowding
distances with large values. In WC-NSGA-II, it was hopeful
that the extreme points were obtained when the evolution
terminated. However, emphasizing the extreme points easily
led to the WC-NSGA-II losing the diversity which inadver-
tently affected the convergence in turn. In addition, Singh et
al. proposed the Pareto Corner Search Evolutionary Algorithm
(PCSEA) [44] to look for the nadir points with the corner-sort
ranking method for the MaOPs whose objective values were
required to be with the identical scales.
In addition, there are also various methods not falling into
the above categories. For example, Benayoun et al. estimated
the nadir points with the pay-table [53] in which the j-th
row denoted the objective values of the solution which had
the minima on its j-th objective. In addition, other related
works were suggested in [54]–[56] for the problems assuming
a linear relationship between the objectives and variables. On
the contrary, most of the real-world applications are non-linear
in nature.
Because the nadir point estimation is a critical part of the
proposed algorithm for solving MaOPs, an approach with
a high computational complexity is certainly not preferable.
Furthermore, the nadir points are employed for constructing
the Utopian PF, while the reference point of IGD would
come from the PF. As a consequence, nadir points with
a high accuracy are not necessary a guarantee. Consider-
ing the balance between the computational complexity and
the estimation accuracy, we have proposed in this paper a
Decomposition-based Nadir Point Estimation method (DNPE)
by transforming anm-objective MaOP intom single-objective
optimization problems to search for the respective m extreme
4points. Thereafter the nadir point is derived.
Specifically, because the proposed nadir point estimation
method (i.e., the DNPE) is based on the extreme-point-to-nadir
scheme, the WC-NSGA-II and the PCSEA which are with
the similar scheme are detailed further. For convenience of
reviewing the related nadir point estimation methods, multiple
fundamental concepts of the MaOPs are given first. Then the
WC-NSGA-II and PCSEA are discussed.
f1
f2
Extreme point
Extreme point
Ideal point
Nadir point
Worst point
PF
Fig. 1. An example with bi-objective optimization problem to illustrate the
ideal point, extreme point, worst point, nadir point, and the PF.
Definition 1: Generally, there are m extreme points denoted
as yext1 , · · · , y
ext
m in an m-objective optimization problem,
yexti = f(x
ext
i ), and x
ext
i = argmaxx fi(x), where x ∈ PS
and i ∈ {1, · · · ,m}.
Definition 2: The nadir point is defined as znad =
{znad1 , · · · , z
nad
m }, where z
nad
i = fi(x
ext
i ).
Definition 3: The worst point is defined as zw =
{zw1 , · · · , z
w
m}, where z
w
i = max fi(x) and x ∈ Ω.
Definition 4: The ideal point is defined as z∗ =
{z∗1 , · · · , z
∗
m}, where z
∗
i = min fi(x) and x ∈ Ω.
Furthermore, the ideal point, extreme point, worst point,
nadir point, and the PF are plotted with a bi-objective opti-
mization problem in Fig. 1 for intuitively understanding their
significance. With these fundamental definitions, a couple of
nadir point estimation algorithms, WC-NSGA-II and PCSEA,
which are in the extreme-point-to-point scheme are discussed
as follows.
WC-NSGA-II was designed based on NSGA-II by modify-
ing its crowding distance assignment. According to the defi-
nition of nadir point in Definition 2, WC-NSGA-II naturally
emphasized the solutions with maximal objectives front-wise.
Specifically, solutions on a particular non-dominated front
were sorted with an increasing order based on their fitness,
and rank values equal to their positions in the ordered list
were assigned. Then the solutions with larger rank values
were preferred in each generation during the evolution. By
this emphasis mechanism, it was hopeful that nadir point was
obtained when the evolution of WC-NSGA-II was terminated.
However, one major deficiency is that over-emphasis on these
solutions with maximal fitness leads to the lack of diversity,
which in turn affects the convergence of the generated extreme
points, i.e., the generated extreme points in WC-NSGA-II are
not necessarily Pareto-optimal.
PCSEA employed the corner-sorting to focus on the ex-
treme points during the evolution. Specifically, there were
2m ascended lists during the executions of PCSEA. The first
1f
2f
A
B
2
2
1
2
min
(x)
(x)
f
f
Fig. 2. A bi-objective example to illustrate the deficiency of Pareto Corner
Search Evolutionary Algorithm in addressing the problem with different
objective value scales.
m lists were about the m objectives of the solutions, while
the other m lists were about the excluded square L2 norm
with each objective. Furthermore, the j-th objective of the
problem to be optimized was with the excluded square L2
norm
∑m
i=1,i6=j fi(x)
2. From these 2m lists, solutions with
smaller rank values which were equal to their positions in
these lists were selected until there was no available slot.
Experimental results have shown that PCSEA performs well
in MaOPs due to the utilization of corner-sorting other than
the non-dominated sorting which easily leads to the loss of
selection pressure. However, the corner-sorting can be viewed
as to minimize the square L2 norm of all objectives, which
deteriorates the performance of PCSEA in solving the prob-
lems with different objective value scales and non-concave PF
shapes. For example in Fig. 2 which illustrates an example of
bi-objective optimization problem, the arc AB denotes the PF,
points A and B are with different values. It is clearly observed
that if the minimization of L2 norm regarding f1(x) and f2(x)
are emphasized, only the extreme point A would be obtained
while the other one (point B) would be missed. This deficiency
can also be seen in the problems with non-concave PF shapes.
Briefly, major concerns in these two nadir point estimation
algorithms are summarized as 1) over-emphasizing extreme
points leads to the loss of diversity which in turn deteriorates
the convergence of the found nadir points, and 2) simultane-
ously minimizing the objectives does not scale to problems
with different objective value scales and non-concave PF
shapes. To this end, a natural approach is recommended by
1) decomposing the problem to be solved into several single-
objective optimization problems in which the diversity is not
required, and 2) assigning different weights to the objectives.
In the proposed DNPE, the m respective extreme points are
estimated by decomposing the m-objective MaOP into m
single-objective problems associated with different weights.
Specifically, the i-th extreme point estimation is with the form
formulated by (2)
min |fi(x)|+ λ
m∑
j=1,j 6=i
(fj(x))
2 (2)
where λ is a factor with the value greater than 1 to highlight
the priority of solving its associated term. In order to better
51f
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A
B C
D
Fig. 3. An example of bi-objective optimization problem, A,B are the
extreme points, and C,D are the worse points. The shade region denotes
the feasible objective space.
justify our motivation, an example with bi-objective is plotted
in Fig. 3 in which A,B are the extreme points, C,D are the
worse points, and the shaded region denotes the feasible ob-
jective space. To obtain the extreme point on the f1 objective,
it is required to minimize |f1(x)|+λ(f2(x))2 according to (2).
Because λ is greater than 1, the term (f2(x))
2 is optimized
with a higher priority. Consequently, solutions locating in line
BC are obtained, based on which |f1(x)| is minimized much
further, then the extreme point B is obtained.
B. IGD+-EMOA
Prior to the introduction of IGD+-EMOA, it is necessary to
compare the differences between the IGD and IGD+ indicators.
For this purpose, we first list their respective mathematical
formulations. Then the superiority of IGD+ indicator is high-
lighted. Finally, the IGD+-EMOA is discussed much further.
Basically, the IGD indicator is with the form formulated
by (3)
IGD =
∑
p∈p∗ dist(p, PF )
|p∗|
, (3)
where p∗ denotes a set of reference points in the calculation of
IGD, PF denotes the non-dominated solutions generated by
the algorithm, dist(p, PF ) denotes the nearest distance from p
to solutions in PF , and the distance from p to the solution y in
PF is calculated by d(p, y) =
√∑m
j=1(pj − yj)
2. It has been
pointed out in [39] that IGD cannot differentiate the quality of
generated solutions when they are non-dominated to the solu-
tions in p∗, and the IGD+ indicator is proposed by changing
the calculation of d(p, y) to
√∑m
j=1max(yj − pj , 0)
2.
IGD+-EMOA employed the IGD+ indicator as its selection
mechanism. In addition, the p∗ in IGD+-EMOA is sampled
from the approximate PF. Specifically, it supposed that the
PF is obtained by solving yr1 + · · · + y
r
m = 1 where
y = {y1, · · · , ym} is from the non-dominated solutions of the
current population. However, this approximate approach for
generating the PF performs badly in MaOPs where multiple
local Pareto-optimal exist, which leads IGD+-EMOA only to
solve MaOPs with no more than 8 objectives [40].
In summary, we first introduce details of the proposed
DNPE which is motivated by the insightful observations in
deficiencies of WC-NSGA-II and PCSEA. With the help of
the estimated nadir point, the Utopian PF is constructed and
the reference points are sampled for the calculation of the
proposed MaOEA/IGD. Compared to the approximation of the
PF in IGD+-EMOA, our proposed MaOEA/IGD is capable of
solving problems with many more objectives. Considering the
superiority of IGD+, its design principle is employed in the
proposed MaOEA/IGD when the generated solutions are non-
dominated to the sampled reference points.
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
In this section, the proposed Inverted Generational Distance
indicator-based evolutionary algorithm for addressing many-
objective optimization problems (in short for MaOEA/IGD)
is presented. To be specific, the framework of the proposed
algorithm is outlined first. Then the details of each step
in the framework are documented. Next, the computational
complexity of the proposed algorithm is analyzed. Finally, the
mechanisms of promoting the diversity and the convergence
in the proposed algorithm are discussed. Noted here that, the
proposed algorithm is described within the context formulated
by (1).
A. Framework of the Proposed Algorithm
Because the proposed algorithm is based on the IGD indi-
cator, a set of uniformly distributed points which is generated
from the PF is required. However, exact points are difficult to
be obtained due to the unknown analytical form of the PF for
a given real-world application. In the proposed algorithm, a
set of reference points, denoted by p∗, which are evenly dis-
tributed in the Utopian PF is generated first (Subsection III-B).
Then the population with the predefined size is randomly
initialized in the feasible space, and their fitness are evaluated.
Next, the population begins to evolve in pursuing the optima
until the stopping conditions are satisfied. When the evolution
terminates, a number of promising solutions which are hopeful
to uniformly distributed in the PF with good proximity is
obtained. In order to remedy the shortage caused by using the
p∗ as the Pareto-optimal solutions with promising diversity
for IGD indicator, the rank of each solution as well as
its proximity distances to all the points in p∗ are assigned
(Subsection III-C) first during each generation of the evolution.
Then new offspring are generated from their parents selected
based on the comparisons over their corresponding rank values
and proximity distances (Subsection III-D). Next, the fitness,
ranks, and the proximity distances of the generated offspring
to the solutions in p∗ are calculated. Finally, a limit number of
individuals is selected from the current population to survive
into the next generation with the operation of environmental
selection (Subsection III-E). In summary, the details of the
framework are listed in Algorithm 1.
B. Uniformly Generating Reference Points
In order to obtain the p∗, the extreme points of the problem
f(x) to be optimized are calculated first. Then the ideal point
and the nadir point are extracted. Next, a set of solutions is
6Algorithm 1: Framework of the Proposed Algorithm
1 p∗ ← Uniformly generate reference points for IGD
indicator;
2 P0 ← Randomly initialize the population;
3 Fitness evaluation on P0;
4 t← 0;
5 while stopping criteria are not satisfied do
6 Assign the ranks and the proximity distances for
individuals in Pt;
7 Qt ← Generate offspring from Pt;
8 Fitness evaluation on Qt;
9 Assign the rank and the proximity distance for each
individual in Qt;
10 Pt+1 ← Environmental selection from Qt ∪ Pt;
11 t← t+ 1;
12 end
13 Return Pt.
uniformly sampled from the constrained (m− 1)-dimensional
hyperplane. Finally, these solutions are transformed into the
Utopian PF for the usage of the IGD indicator based on the
ideal point and the nadir point. Furthermore, these steps are
listed in Algorithm 2, and all the details of obtaining the p∗
are illustrated as follows.
Algorithm 2: Uniformly Generate p∗ for IGD Indicator
Input: Optimization problem f(x) = (f1(x), · · · , fm(x));
the size k of p∗.
Output: p∗.
1 Estimate the extreme points of f(x) with Algorithm 3;
2 z* = {z∗1 , · · · , z
∗
m} ← Extract the ideal point;
3 znad = {znad1 , · · · , z
nad
m } ← Extract the nadir point;
4 p∗ ← Uniformly generate k points from the constrained
hyperplane;
5 for i← 1 to k do
6 for j ← to m do
7 (p∗)ij = (p
∗)ij × (z
nad
j − z
∗
j ) + z
∗
j
8 end
9 end
10 Return p∗.
To estimate the extreme points, the motivation mentioned
in Subsection II-A is implemented, and the details are pre-
sented in Algorithm 3. Specifically, the m extreme points
are estimated individually based on the m objectives of
the optimization problem. Furthermore, to estimate the i-
th extreme point yexti , the square L2 norm of {fk(x)|k =
1, · · · , i − 1, i + 1, · · · ,m} is calculated first. Then the abso-
lute value of fi(x) is calculated. Mathematically, these two
steps are formulated by fl2(x) =
∑m
k=1,k 6=i ||fk(x)||
2
2 and
fl1(x) = |fi(x)|, respectively, where ‖ · ‖2 is the L2 norm
operator, and | · | is the absolute value operator. Finally, the
extreme point yexti is obtained by line 10 in Algorithm 3,
where λ is a factor with the value greater than 1 to highlight the
weight of the corresponding term in the optimization. When
all the extreme points have been estimated, the nadir point
and the ideal point are extracted from the extreme points
based on Definitions 2 and 4, respectively. This is followed
by generating a set of uniformly distributed reference points
denoted by p∗ from the (m − 1)-dimensional constrained
hyperplane which is contoured by m lines with the unit
intercepts in the positive part of the quadrant. Noted here
that the Das and Dennis’s method [57], which is widely used
by some state-of-the-art MaOEAs, such as MOEA/D [14]
and NSGA-III [10], is employed for the generation of p∗
(line 4 of Algorithm 2). Ultimately, all the points in p∗ are
transformed into the Utopian PF, which are detailed in lines 5-
9 of Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 3: Estimate Extreme Points
Input: Optimization problem f(x) = (f1(x), · · · , fm(x)).
Output: Extreme points {yext1 , · · · , y
ext
m }.
1 Υ← ∅;
2 for i← 1 to m do
3 Γ← ∅;
4 for k ← 1 to m do
5 if k 6= i then
6 Γ← Γ ∪ fk(x);
7 end
8 end
9 xexti = argminx λ‖Γ‖
2
2 + |fi(x)|;
10 yexti ← fi(x
ext
i );
11 Υ← Υ ∪ yexti ;
12 end
13 Return Υ.
C. Assigning Ranks and Proximity Distances
When p∗ has been generated, the population is randomly
initialized in the feasible search space first, and then the fitness
of individuals are evaluated. Next, the rank value and the
proximity distances of each individual are assigned. It is noted
here that, the rank values are used to distinguish the proximity
of the solutions to the Utopian PF from the view of reference
points, and the proximity distances are utilized to indicate
which individuals are with better convergence and diversity in
the sub-population in which the solutions are with the same
rank values. More details are discussed in Subsection III-G.
Particularly, three rank values, denoted by r1, r2, and
r3, exist in the proposed algorithm for all the individuals.
Specifically, the way to rank individual s is based on the
definitions given as follows.
Definition 5: Individual s is ranked as r1, if it dominates at
least one solution in p∗.
Definition 6: Individual s is ranked as r2, if it is non-
dominated to all the solutions in p∗.
Definition 7: Individual s is ranked as r3, if it is dominated
by all the solutions in p∗, or dominated by a part of solutions
in p∗ but non-dominated to the remaining solutions.
With Definitions 5, 6, and 7, it is concluded that Pareto-
optimal solutions are all with rank values r1, r2, and r3, if
7the PF is convex, a hyperplane, and concave, respectively1.
To be specific, if the PF of a minimization problem is a
hyperplane, the Utopian PF is obviously equivalent to the PF.
Consequently, the Pareto-optimal solutions lying at the PF are
all non-dominated to the reference points which are sampled
from the Utopian PF. Based on Definition 6, the Pareto-optimal
solutions are ranked with r2. This is also held true for the
Pareto-optimal solutions ranked with r1 for convex PF and
Pareto-optimal solutions ranked with r3 for concave PF.
Based on the conclusion mentioned above, the proxim-
ity distances of each individual with different ranks in the
population are calculated. For convenience, it is assumed
that there are k solutions in p∗, and q individuals in the
current population. Consequently, there will be q × k prox-
imity distances. Let dij denote the proximity distance of
f(xi) = (f1(x
i), · · · , fm(xi)) (xi refers to the i-th individual)
to the j-th point in (p∗)j =
(
(p∗)j1, · · · , (p
∗)jm
)
, where
i = {1, · · · , q} and j = {1, · · · , k}. Due to one individual
with multiple proximity distances, the corresponding minimal
proximity distance would be employed when two individuals
are compared upon their proximity distances. Because the
proximity distance assignment is used to differentiate the
convergence of individuals with the same rank values by
comparing their associate proximity distances when a prior
knowledge of the PF is unknown in advance, the rank ri of
xi is confirmed first in order to calculate the dij . Particularly,
the proximity distance assignment is designed as follows. If
ri is equal to r3, d
i
j is set to the Euclidean distance between
f(xi) and (p∗)j ; if ri is equal to r1, d
i
j is set to the negative
value of the Euclidean distance between f(xi) and (p∗)j ; if ri
is equal to r2, d
i
j is calculated by (4).
dij =
√√√√
m∑
l=1
max(fl(xi)− (p∗)
j
l , 0)
2 (4)
For an intuitive understanding, an example is illustrated in
Fig. 4 to present the motivation of the proximity distance
assignment for individuals who are ranked as r2. In Fig. 4,
the black solid circles refer to the reference points, the black
triangles marked by 1, 2, and 3 refer to the individuals x1,
x2, and x3 which are with the rank r2 (these three individuals
are non-dominated to the reference points). In this situation,
it is clearly shown that the individual x1 is with the smallest
minimal proximity distance if the Euclidean distance metric
is employed (the minimal proximity distances of individuals
x1, x2, and x3 are 2.2361, 2.5495, and 2.8284, respectively).
Consequently, both the distance measurements of the individu-
als with ranks r1 and r3 in this situation cannot be utilized to
select the desirable individual x2 which has the most promising
convergence to the PF. However, if the proximity distance
quantified by (4) is employed, it is clearly that the individual x2
is with the smallest minimal proximity distance (the minimal
proximity distances of individuals x1, x2, and x3 are 2, 0.5,
and 2, respectively), which satisfies the motivation of the
proximity distance assignment that a smaller value implies a
1This is considered in the context of a minimization problem with continu-
ous PF, and the extreme points are excluded from the Pareto-optimal solutions.
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Fig. 4. A bi-objective optimization problem is illustrated to show the
motivation of the proximity distance assignment for the individuals with rank
value r2.
better convergence. Noted here that, the proximity distance
assignment for the individuals with rank r2 is also employed
in the IGD+ indicator [39]. In summary, smaller proximity
distance reveals the better proximity when the exact PF of
the problem to be optimized is unknown. Furthermore, the
algorithm of the proximity distance assignment is presented
in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4: Assign Proximity Distance
Input: Current population Pt with size q; reference
points p∗ with size k.
Output: Proximity distances matrix d.
1 for i← 1 to q do
2 xi ← P it ;
3 r ← Calculate the rank of xi;
4 for j ← 1 to k do
5 if r = r1 then
6 dij ← −
√∑m
l=1(fl(x
i)− (p∗)jl )
2;
7 else if r = r2 then
8 dij ←
√∑m
l=1 max(fl(x
i)− (p∗)jl , 0)
2;
9 else
10 dij ←
√∑m
l=1(fl(x
i)− (p∗)jl )
2;
11 end
12 end
13 end
14 Return d.
D. Generating Offspring
The process of generating offspring in the proposed algo-
rithm is similar to that in genetic algorithms, in addition to
the selection of individuals for filling up the gene pool from
which the parent solutions are selected to generate offspring.
In this subsection, the processes of generating offspring are
elaborated in Steps 1-5. Then, the details for filling up the
gene pool are presented in Algorithm 5.
8Step 1: Select solutions from the current population to fill up
the gene pool, until it is full.
Step 2: Select two parent solutions from the gene pool and
remove them from the gene pool.
Step 3: Employ the Simulated binary crossover (SBX) oper-
ator to generate offspring with the selected parent
solutions.
Step 4: Employ the polynomial mutation operator to mutate
the generated offspring.
Step 5: Repeat Steps 2-4 until the gene pool is empty.
Algorithm 5: Filling Up the Gene Pool
Input: Current population Pt; Gene pool size g.
Output: Gene pool G.
1 G← ∅;
2 while the size of G is less than g do
3 {x1, x2} ← Randomly select two individuals from Pt;
4 rx1 ← Obtain the rank of x
1;
5 rx2 ← Obtain the rank of x
2;
6 d1 ← Obtain the proximity distances of x1;
7 d2 ← Obtain the proximity distances of x2;
8 if rx1 < rx2 then
9 G← G ∪ x1;
10 else if rx1 > rx2 then
11 G← G ∪ x2;
12 else
13 if min(d1) < min(d2) then
14 G← G ∪ x1;
15 else if min(d1) > min(d2) then
16 G← G ∪ x2;
17 else
18 x← Randomly select one individual from
{x1, x2};
19 G← G ∪ x;
20 end
21 end
22 end
23 Return G.
The binary tournament selection [58] approach is employed
in Algorithm 5 to select individuals from the current popu-
lation to fill up the gene pool. In other words, the binary
tournament selection [58] approach is employed to select
individuals from the current population. Specifically, two indi-
viduals which are denoted by x1 and x2 are randomly selected
from the current population first (line 3). Then, their ranks
and the proximity distances are obtained (lines 4-7). Next, the
individual with smaller rank value is selected to be copied to
the gene pool (lines 8-11). If x1 and x2 have the same rank
values, the individual who has the smaller minimal proximity
distance is selected (lines 13-16). Otherwise, an individual
from x1 and x2 is randomly selected being as one potential
parent solution to be put into the gene pool (lines 17-19).
When the gene pool is full, two parent solutions are randomly
selected from the gene pool for generating offspring, and then
these selected parent solutions are removed from the gene pool
until the gene pool is empty. Noted here that, the SBX [59]
and the polynomial mutation [60] operators are employed for
the corresponding crossover and mutation operations in the
proposed algorithm. It has been reported that two solutions
selected in a large search space is not necessary to generate
promising offspring [7], [61]. Generally, two ways can be
employed to solve this problem. One is the mating restriction
method to limit the offspring to be generated by the neighbor
solutions [62]. The other one is to use SBX with a large
distribution index [10]. In the proposed algorithm, the latter
one is utilized due to its simplicity.
E. Environmental Selection
When the offspring have been generated, the size of the
current population is greater than that of the available slots.
As a consequence, the environmental selection takes effects
to select a set of representatives to survive to the next
generation. In summary, the individuals are selected from the
current population according to their assigned rank values and
proximity distances. For convenience, it is assumed that there
are N available slots, the selected individuals are to be stored
in Pt+1, and the individuals with ranks r1, r2, as well as
r3 are grouped into Fr1 , Fr2 , and Fr3 non-dominated fronts,
respectively. To be specific, the counter i is increased by one
until
∑i
j=1 |Frj | > N where | · | is a countable operator. If∑i−1
j=1 |Frj | is equal to N , the individuals in Fr1 , · · · , Fri−1
are copied into Pt+1 and the environmental selection is termi-
nated. Otherwise, the individuals in Fr1 , · · · , Fri−1 are copied
into Pt+1 first, then A = N −
∑i−1
j=1 |Frj | individuals are se-
lected from Fri . In summary, the details of the environmental
selection are presented in Algorithm 6. Furthermore, line 11 is
confirmed by finding A individuals who have the minimal total
proximity distances to the A reference points r (line 10), which
involves a linear assignment problem (LAP). In the proposed
algorithm, the Hungarian method [63] is employed to solve
this LAP.
Algorithm 6: Environmental selection
Input: Fr1 , Fr2 , and Fr3 ; Available slots size N .
Output: Pt+1.
1 Pt+1 ← ∅;
2 i← 1;
3 while |Pt+1|+ |Fri | < N do
4 Pt+1 ← Pt+1 ∪ Fri ;
5 i← i+ 1;
6 end
7 if |Pt+1|+ |Fri | = N then
8 Pt+1 ← Pt+1 ∪ Fri ;
9 else
10 r ← Uniformly select A = N −
∑i−1
j=1 |Frj | reference
points from p∗;
11 R← Select A individuals from Fri ;
12 Pt+1 ← Pt+1 ∪R;
13 end
14 Return Pt+1.
9F. Computational Complexity
In this subsection, the computational complexity of the
proposed algorithm is analyzed. For convenience, it is assumed
that the problem to be optimized is with m objectives, n
decision variables, N desired solutions for decision-makers,
and the computational complexity is analyzed in the context
of Algorithm 1. To estimate each extreme point, the genetic
algorithm is employed, and the SBX as well as polynomial
mutation are used as the genetic operators. Furthermore, it is
assumed that the population size for estimating extreme points
is set to be N , and the generation is set to be t1. Consequently,
the total computation cost of uniformly generating reference
points for IGD indicator (line 1) is O(t1m
2N). Furthermore,
lines 2 and 3 require O(nN) and O(mN) computations,
respectively. Because the number of the reference points is
equal to that of the desired solutions, the computational com-
plexity of assigning ranks and proximity distances in line 6 are
O(mN2) and O(nN2), respectively. Furthermore, generating
offspring (line 7) needs O(N
2
(n + n)) computations because
the size of gene pool is set to be N . Since only the fitness,
ranks and the proximity distances of the generated offspring
need to be calculated, as a consequence, lines 8 and 9 consume
O(N
2
m) and O(N
2
Nm) + O(N
2
Nn), respectively. In the en-
vironmental selection, the best case scenario in computational
complexity is O(N), while the worst is O(N3) given that
N individuals are linearly assignment to the reference points.
Furthermore, it is considered common that N is greater than
n, and N >> m in MaOPs. Therefore, lines 5-12 overall
need O(tN3) computations with the generation t. In summary,
the computational complexity of the proposed algorithm is
O(tN3) where t is the number of the generation and N is the
number of solutions.
G. Discussions
Loss of selection pressure is a major issue for traditional
MOEAs in effectively solving MaOPs because of the tradi-
tional domination comparisons between individuals giving a
large proportion of non-dominated solutions. In the proposed
algorithm, the dominance relation of all the individuals are
compared to the reference points which are employed for the
calculation of IGD indicator. However, the exact reference
points which are uniformly distributed in the PF are difficult
to obtain. For this purpose, a set of points which are evenly
distributed in the Utopian PF are sampled. Furthermore, in
order to address this inefficiency given by these approximated
reference points, three proximity distances are designed ac-
cording to their dominance relation to the approximated refer-
ence points. This is in hope that less value of the proximity
distance means that the corresponding individual is with a
better proximity. Specifically, if the solutions with rank r2 are
still with the distance calculation of that with ranks r1 or r3,
the convergence will be lost in the proposed algorithm [39].
When the number of solutions to be selected is larger
than the available slots, the representatives are chosen from
a global view in the proposed algorithm. For convenience
of understanding, it is first assumed that a representatives
need to be selected from b solutions where b > a. Then the
selection of a representatives is simultaneously considered by
the calculation of IGD indicator, as oppose to choosing one
by one. Simultaneously selecting a representatives involves
a linear assignment problem. By this linear assignment, each
selected reference point can have one distinct individual, which
improves the diversity and the convergence simultaneously and
this conclusion can also be found in literatures [37], [40], [64].
If the individuals are selected by finding the individual who
has the least distance to the reference points, the diversity is
not necessarily guaranteed.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm in
solving MaOPs, a series of experiments is performed. Particu-
larly, NSGA-III [10], MOEA/D [14], HypE [34], RVEA [13],
and KnEA [30] are selected as the state-of-the-art peer com-
petitors. Although the IGD+-EMOA can be viewed as the
peer algorithm based on IGD indicator, it is merely capable
of solving MaOPs with no more than 8 objectives. As a
consequence, IGD+-EMOA is excluded from the list of peer
competitors in our experiments.
The remaining of this section is organized as follows. At
first, the selected benchmark problems used in this experiment
are introduced. Then, the chosen performance metric is given
to measure the quality of the approximate Pareto-optimal
solutions generated by the competing algorithms. Next, the
parameter settings employed in all the compared algorithms
are listed, and experimental results measured by the considered
performance metric are presented and analyzed. Finally, the
performance of the proposed algorithm in solving a real-world
MaOP is shown (in Section III of the Supplemental Materials),
and the performance on the proposed DNPE in estimating
nadir point is empirically investigated.
A. Benchmark Test Problems
The widely used scalable test problems DTLZ1-DTLZ7
from the DTLZ benchmark test suite [65] and WFG1-WFG9
from the WFG benchmark test suite [66] are employed in
our experiments. Specifically, each objective function in one
given m-objective test problem of DTLZ has n = k +m− 1
decision variables, and k is set to be 5 for DTLZ1, 10 for
DTLZ2-DTLZ6, and 20 for DTLZ7 problems. Moreover, each
objective function of a given problem in WFG test suite has
n = k + l decision variables, and k is set to be (m − 1) and
l is set to be 20 based on the suggestion from [66].
B. Performance Metric
The widely used Hypervolume (HV) [67] which simultane-
ously measures the convergence and diversity of the MaOEAs
is selected as the performance metric in these experiments.
Specifically, the reference points for the calculation of HV
are set to be {1, · · · , 1} for DTLZ1, {2, · · · , 2} for DTLZ2-
DTLZ6, and {3, · · · , 2m+ 1} for DTLZ7 as well as WFG1-
WFG9 test problems. Please note that the solutions are dis-
carded for the calculation of HV when they are dominated
by the predefined reference points. Because the computational
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cost increases significantly as the number of objectives grows,
Monte Carlo simulation [34]2 is applied for the calculation
when m ≥ 10, otherwise the exact approach proposed in [68]
is utilized3. In our experiments, all the HV values are normal-
ized to [0, 1] by dividing the HV value of the origin with the
corresponding reference point. Moreover, higher HV values
indicate a better performance of the corresponding MaOEA.
C. Parameter Settings
In this subsection, the baseline parameter settings which are
adopted by all the compared MaOEAs are declared first. Then
the special parameter settings required by each MaOEA are
provided.
1) Number of Objectives: Test problems with 8, 15, and
20 objectives are considered in the experiments because the
proposed algorithm aims specifically at effectively solving
MaOPs.
2) Number of Function Evaluations: and Stop Criterion All
compared algorithms are individually executed 30 independent
times. The maximum number of function evaluations for each
compared MaOEA in one independent run is set to be 2.3 ×
106, 4.3 × 106, and 5.5 × 106 for 8-, 15-, and 20-objective,
respectively, which is employed as the termination criterion.
Noted that, the parameter settings here are set based on the
convention that the maximum generations for the MaOEAs
with more than 10 objectives are generally in the order of 103
(the generation number set here is approximately to 1, 200).
Because of the proposed algorithm includes the phases of nadir
point estimation and the optimization for MaOPs, the function
evaluations specified here will be shared by these two phases
for a fair comparison.
3) Statistical Approach: Because of the heuristic character-
istic of the peer evolutionary algorithms, all the results, which
are measured by the performance metric over 30 independent
runs for each competing algorithm, are statistically evaluated.
In this experiment, the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon rank-sum
test [69] with a 5% significance level is employed for this
purpose.
TABLE I
CONFIGURATIONS OF TWO LAYERS SETTING.
m # of divisions # of population
8 3,3 240
15 2,2 240
20 2,1 230
4) Population Size: In principle, the population size can
be arbitrarily assigned. However, the population size of the
proposed algorithm, NSGA-III, MOEA/D, and RVEA depends
on the number of the associated reference points or reference
vectors. For a fair comparison, the sizes of population in
HypE and KnEA are set to be the same as that in others. In
the experiment, the reference points and reference vectors are
sampled with the two-layer method [10] and the configurations
are listed in Table I.
2The source code is available at: http://www.tik.ee.ethz.ch/sop/download/supplementary/hype/ .
3The source code is available at: http://www.wfg.csse.uwa.edu.au/hypervolume/.
5) Genetic Operators: The SBX [59] and polynomial mu-
tation [70] are employed as the genetic operators. Moreover,
the probabilities of the crossover and mutation are set to be
1 and 1/n, respectively. The distribution indexes of mutation
and crossover are set to be 20, in addition to NSGA-III whose
mutation distribution index is specifically set to be 30 based
on the recommendation from its developers [10].
In solving the proposed nadir point estimation method
for constructing the Utopian PF, evolutionary algorithm is
employed. To be specific, the SBX and polynomial mutation,
both of whose distribution index are set to be 20, and proba-
bilities for crossover and mutation are set to be 0.9 and 1/n,
respectively, are utilized as the genetic operators. In addition,
the population sizes are set to be the same to those in Table I,
and the numbers of generations for all are set to be 1, 000.
Besides, the balance parameter λ in (2) is specified as 100.
D. Experimental Results and Analysis
In this subsection, the results, which are generated by
competing algorithms over considered test problems with
specific objective numbers and then measured by the selected
performance metric, are presented and analyzed to highlight
the superiority of the proposed algorithm in addressing MaOPs.
Specifically, the mean values as well as the standard deviations
of HV results over DTLZ1-DTLZ7 and WFG1-WFG9 test
problems are listed in Tables II and III, respectively. Further-
more, the numbers with bold face imply the best mean values
over the corresponding test problem with a given objective
number (the second and third columns in Tables II and
III) against all compared algorithms. Moreover, the symbols
“+,” “-,” and “=” indicate whether the null hypothesis of
the results, which are generated by the proposed algorithm
and corresponding compared peer competitor, is accepted or
rejected with the significance level 5% by the considered rank-
sum test. In addition, the last rows in Tables II and III present
the summarizations indicating how many times the proposed
algorithm performs better than, worse than or equal to the
chosen peer competitor, respectively. In order to conveniently
investigate the experimental results of the well-designed prox-
imity distance assignments in the proposed MaOEA/IGD and
the conclusion in Section III-C, test problems are group into
“Convex,” “Linear,” and “Concave” based on the respective
test problem features, and displayed in the first columns of
Tables II and III. Noted that, although the PFs of DTLZ7 and
WFG1 are mixed, they are classified into the “Linear” category
due to their PF shapes being more similar to linear.
From the results measured by HV on DTLZ1-DTLZ7 test
problems (Table II), it is clearly shown that MaOEA/IGD
achieves the best performance among its peer competitors
upon 8- and 20-objective DTLZ1 and DTLZ7, while per-
forms slightly worse upon 15-objective DTLZ1 by KnEA
and DTLZ7 by RVEA. Furthermore, MaOEA/IGD also wins
the best scores on 8- and 15-objective DTLZ4 and DTLZ6,
but is defeated by NSGA-III upon these two problems with
20-objective. Although NSGA-III and KnEA show better
performance upon 8- and 20-objective DTLZ2 and DTLZ5,
MaOEA/IGD is the winner upon 15-objective DTLZ2 and
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TABLE II
HV RESULTS OF MAOEA/IGD AGAINST NSGA-III, MOEA/D, HYPE, RVEA, AND KNEA OVER DTLZ1-DTLZ7WITH 8-, 15-, AND 20-OBJECTIVE.
MaOEA/IGD NSGA-III MOEA/D HypE RVEA KnEA
L
in
ea
r DTLZ1
8 0.9998(2.93E-4) 0.9964(6.12E-4)(+) 0.9996(3.52E-5)(+) 0.7213(4.31E-1)(+) 0.9992(2.15E-4)(+) 0.9921(4.21E-5)(+)
15 0.9990(3.18E-3) 0.9984(7.23E-4)(+) 0.9987(3.20E-4)(+) 0.6922(5.45E-1)(+) 0.9992(3.99E-3)(-) 0.9994(2.91E-4)(-)
20 0.9990(2.32E-3) 0.9983(3.82E-4)(+) 0.9977(7.24E-4)(+) 0.7672(3.88E-1)(+) 0.9989(3.68E-4)(=) 0.9890(3.80E-4)(+)
DTLZ7
8 0.6999(8.97E-3) 0.6959(2.72E-5)(=) 0.5439(6.37E-5)(+) 0.2122(4.82E-2)(+) 0.6894(4.24E-4)(=) 0.5466(8.12E-2)(+)
15 0.3592(1.20E-2) 0.2769(2.33E-5)(+) 0.2119(2.42E-2)(+) 0.1999(7.68E-5)(+) 0.4070(9.50E-4)(-) 0.2804(2.11E-2)(+)
20 0.5261(7.46E-4) 0.2348(3.29E-4)(+) 0.4325(1.12E-4)(+) 0.0986(5.31E-4)(+) 0.5206(7.58E-2)(+) 0.5166(8.24E-5)(+)
C
o
n
ca
v
e
DTLZ2
8 0.7174(3.96E-3) 0.8132(2.78E-3)(-) 0.5221(3.83E-3)(+) 0.1121(3.34E-2)(+) 0.6821(3.68E-3)(+) 0.7320(3.66E-3)(+)
15 0.9268(2.62E-3) 0.8832(9.11E-3)(+) 0.3329(1.73E-2)(+) 0.0892(4.12E-2)(+) 0.9020(3.48E-3)(+) 0.8599(6.82E-3)(+)
20 0.8905(6.80E-3) 0.9660(3.23E-3)(-) 0.3298(2.10E-2)(+) 0.0633(5.32E-2)(+) 0.9443(3.19E-3)(-) 0.9307(4.38E-3)(-)
DTLZ3
8 0.4664(9.25E-2) 0.0055(3.80E-4)(+) 0.5169(5.68E-3)(-) 0.0085(0.76E-5)(+) 0.4572(0.54E-3)(=) 0.3537(5.31E-4)(+)
15 0.6984(6.68E-2) 0.0091(0.78E-5)(+) 0.3030(4.43E-3)(+) 0.0133(1.07E-5)(+) 0.7183(9.62E-2)(-) 0.5961(0.05E-2)(+)
20 0.7476(7.52E-2) 0.0002(6.48E-4)(+) 0.2162(4.51E-4)(+) 0.0065(5.47E-4)(+) 0.6491(2.96E-2)(+) 0.7317(7.45E-4)(+)
DTLZ4
8 0.8338(3.31E-3) 0.8187(6.22E-4)(+) 0.5322(5.87E-2)(+) 0.2537(2.08E-4)(+) 0.8159(3.01E-4)(+) 0.8302(4.71E-3)(=)
15 0.9548(1.66E-3) 0.9537(4.24E-4)(=) 0.3150(5.08E-3)(+) 0.1957(0.86E-4)(+) 0.9267(2.62E-5)(+) 0.9188(8.01E-3)(+)
20 0.9824(1.33E-3) 0.9947(1.37E-3)(-) 0.2755(7.21E-5)(+) 0.2101(1.07E-4)(+) 0.9854(6.54E-2)(-) 0.9797(4.94E-3)(+)
DTLZ5
8 0.4190(0.64E-3) 0.3908(7.67E-3)(+) 0.3174(7.15E-5)(+) 0.0451(2.24E-5)(+) 0.3474(0.88E-3)(+) 0.6401(2.65E-4)(-)
15 0.2677(9.71E-3) 0.2178(5.34E-5)(+) 0.1821(8.85E-2)(+) 0.0418(8.99E-5)(+) 0.1379(7.84E-4)(+) 0.1257(3.46E-3)(+)
20 0.2101(5.57E-3) 0.3390(0.44E-2)(-) 0.1790(0.99E-4)(+) 0.0423(4.90E-2)(+) 0.3606(5.52E-2)(-) 0.4139(5.49E-2)(-)
DTLZ6
8 0.7202(8.94E-4) 0.2866(0.22E-5)(+) 0.3037(7.95E-3)(+) 0.0548(7.36E-4)(+) 0.2467(9.72E-2)(+) 0.4547(4.17E-3)(+)
15 0.7756(8.36E-5) 0.4385(7.14E-3)(+) 0.6748(4.56E-2)(+) 0.1957(0.86E-4)(+) 0.4918(9.97E-2)(+) 0.7314(1.56E-2)(+)
20 0.8639(0.20E-3) 0.9081(8.32E-2)(-) 0.5170(5.20E-4)(+) 0.1080(6.17E-2)(+) 0.4438(2.39E-4)(+) 0.3002(5.79E-5)(+)
+/=/- 14/2/5 20/0/1 21/0/0 12/3/6 16/1/4
DTLZ5. In addition, MaOEA/IGD achieves the best score
upon 20-objective DTLZ3.
The HV results from WFG1-WFG9 test problems generated
by competing algorithms are listed in Table III. For 8-objective
WFG test problems, MaOEA/IGD shows a better performance
on WFG1, WFG2, WFG7, and WFG9 than its peer competi-
tors, and performs a little worse than that of KnEA on WFG5,
RVEA on WFG6, and NSGA-III on WFG8 test problems. Al-
though MaOEA/IGD does not show the best scores on WFG3
and WFG4, it obtains similar statistical results compared to
the respective winners (i.e., KnEA and NSGA-III). For 15-
objective test problems, MaOEA/IGD shows a better perfor-
mance on WFG5, WFG6, WFG8, and WFG9 than competing
algorithms, while worse than RVEA on WFG2 and WFG3,
NSGA-III on WFG2, and KnEA on WFG4. Although NSGA-
III performs better than MaOEA/IGD on WFG7, MaOEA/IGD
performs better than all other peer competitors. In addition,
MaOEA/IGD wins over NSGA-III, MOEA/D, HypE, RVEA,
and KnEA on 20-objective WFG1, WFG2, WFG3, WFG4,
WFG5, WFG6, and WFG9, but underperforms on WFG7 and
WFG8 in which RVEA performs better.
Briefly, MaOEA/IGD wins 9 times out of the 12 compar-
isons upon the test problems whose PF shapes are linear
(i.e., DTLZ1, DTLZ7, WFG1, and WFG3), which can be
interpreted that the sampled reference points from the Utopian
PF for the proposed algorithm are the Pareto-optimal solu-
tions due to the linear feature of the PF, and the proximity
distance assignment for the solutions with rank value r2 has
taken effects. Furthermore, MaOEA/IGD shows competitive
performance on WFG2 test problem whose feature of the PF is
convex. Because the sampled reference points on the Utopian
PF are all non-dominated by the Pareto-optimal solutions, the
proximity distances for solutions with rank r1 in MaOEA/IGD
take effects in this situation. In addition, it is no strange
that MaOEA/IGD obtains better results on most of other test
problems whose PF features are concave because the reference
points utilized to maintain the diversity and convergence of
the proposed algorithm dominate the solutions uniformly gen-
erated from the PF. In summary, the proposed algorithm shows
considerable competitiveness against considered competing
algorithms in addressing selected MaOPs with the results
measured by the HV performance metric.
Theoretically, the major shortcoming of HV indicator
against IGD is its much higher computational complexity.
However, noted that from Tables II and III, the proposed
algorithm, which is designed based on the IGD indicator,
outperforms HypE, which is motivated by the HV indicator,
upon all test problems with the selected numbers of objectives,
although the numbers of function evaluations regarding HypE
is set to be a much large number. The deficiencies of HypE in
this regard are explained as follows. First, it has been reported
in [11], [15], [71], [72] that the HV result is largely affected
by the nadir points of the problem to be optimized. In HypE,
the nadir points are determined as the evolution continues. In
this way, the obtained nadir point would be inaccurate during
the early evolution process (the reasons have been discussed in
reviewing the nadir point estimation approaches in Section II),
which leads to the worse performance of HypE. Secondly,
the HV results of HypE in solving MaOPs are estimated
by Monte Carlo simulation, while the number of reference
points in Monte Carlo simulation is critical to the successful
performance [34]. In practice, that number is unknown and
unavailable of such may lead to a poor performance.
E. Investigation on Nadir Point Estimation
In this subsection, we will investigate the performance of the
proposed DNPE on estimating the nadir point. To be specific,
two peer competitors including WC-NSGA-II and PCSEA
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TABLE III
HV RESULTS OF MAOEA/IGD AGAINST NSGA-III, MOEA/D, HYPE, RVEA, AND KNEA OVER WFG1-WFG9WITH 8-, 15-, AND 20-OBJECTIVE.
MaOEA/IGD NSGA-III MOEA/D HypE RVEA KnEA
C
o
n
v
ex
WFG2
8 0.9839(2.00E-2) 0.9587(9.10E-3)(+) 0.9474(9.09E-2)(+) 0.9514(5.92E-4)(+) 0.9380(3.33E-3)(+) 0.9686(8.53E-2)(+)
15 0.9362(7.76E-3) 0.9672(3.16E-2)(-) 0.9402(7.00E-4)(-) 0.6216(6.25E-3)(+) 0.9475(9.71E-4)(-) 0.9360(8.37E-3)(=)
20 0.9782(2.52E-2) 0.9624(0.11E-2)(+) 0.9460(5.73E-2)(+) 0.8354(7.90E-4)(+) 0.9657(4.04E-2)(+) 0.8106(5.11E-2)(+)
L
in
ea
r WFG1
8 0.9578(1.30E-1) 0.9255(9.48E-2)(+) 0.9454(0.61E-4)(+) 0.6528(5.85E-4)(+) 0.8383(2.85E-4)(+) 0.5847(8.28E-2)(+)
15 0.9354(5.02E-3) 0.9536(3.29E-3)(-) 0.9405(6.50E-2)(=) 0.6395(9.75E-3)(+) 0.9538(1.84E-3)(-) 0.9373(4.98E-2)(+)
20 0.9806(2.64E-2) 0.9405(8.01E-2)(+) 0.9593(1.43E-2)(+) 0.6340(4.78E-2)(+) 0.9020(5.43E-2)(+) 0.9374(8.84E-2)(+)
WFG3
8 0.8615(1.08E-1) 0.8423(7.55E-2)(+) 0.8521(7.42E-4)(=) 0.5660(8.31E-3)(+) 0.8457(2.34E-2)(+) 0.8618(1.57E-2)(=)
15 0.3346(4.58E-3) 0.5091(4.10E-2)(-) 0.3393(1.32E-2)(=) 0.2852(5.41E-3)(+) 0.5188(2.43E-2)(-) 0.5076(8.26E-4)(-)
20 0.5750(3.13E-2) 0.5313(3.89E-2)(+) 0.4863(4.29E-2)(+) 0.2918(9.56E-3)(+) 0.3425(5.73E-2)(+) 0.4579(8.50E-2)(+)
C
o
n
ca
v
e
WFG4
8 0.7800(2.64E-2) 0.7877(7.02E-2)(=) 0.7507(3.75E-4)(+) 0.7229(9.74E-3)(+) 0.7648(7.29E-2)(+) 0.7715(1.74E-4)(+)
15 0.8314(5.76E-3) 0.6315(0.01E-2)(+) 0.8414(0.03E-2)(-) 0.4801(0.87E-2)(+) 0.8154(2.61E-3)(+) 0.8690(0.23E-2)(-)
20 0.8108(3.86E-2) 0.7885(4.68E-3)(+) 0.7707(8.61E-2)(+) 0.7309(4.67E-2)(+) 0.8094(8.35E-3)(=) 0.4794(7.43E-2)(+)
WFG5
8 0.8653(1.10E-1) 0.7993(4.57E-4)(+) 0.4429(6.68E-2(+) 0.4915(6.99E-3)(+) 0.8638(6.51E-3)(+) 0.8741(3.09E-2)(-)
15 0.8335(6.31E-3) 0.6408(1.69E-2)(+) 0.3397(0.01E-2)(+) 0.4351(4.18E-2)(+) 0.7553(4.88E-2)(+) 0.8276(1.60E-3)(+)
20 0.8905(6.28E-3) 0.8022(9.87E-4)(+) 0.4964(0.84E-2)(+) 0.3125(2.50E-2)(+) 0.7946(9.13E-4)(+) 0.7258(6.64E-3)(+)
WFG6
8 0.9785(3.12E-2) 0.9918(8.77E-2)(-) 0.9488(8.06E-4(+) 0.9261(4.61E-2)(+) 0.9976(6.97E-4)(-) 0.9876(3.68E-2)(-)
15 0.9357(8.22E-3) 0.8756(5.13E-3)(+) 0.8327(2.41E-4)(+) 0.8406(2.60E-3)(+) 0.8538(0.21E-2)(+) 0.9223(8.21E-2)(+)
20 0.8854(1.82E-2) 0.8189(2.62E-2)(+) 0.8489(5.80E-2)(+) 0.7633(8.78E-4)(+) 0.7968(5.83E-2)(+) 0.7502(5.00E-3)(+)
WFG7
8 0.8858(5.43E-3) 0.8118(7.25E-2)(+) 0.7430(8.58E-4)(+) 0.7416(3.48E-2)(+) 0.8192(2.51E-2)(+) 0.7635(5.82E-2)(+)
15 0.8352(6.48E-3) 0.8780(3.82E-2)(-) 0.7343(7.92E-4)(+) 0.4030(8.39E-3)(+) 0.6366(1.79E-4)(+) 0.5463(1.70E-3)(+)
20 0.7919(3.89E-3) 0.8482(1.35E-4)(-) 0.4844(9.14E-3)(+) 0.6418(6.41E-3)(+) 0.8706(5.71E-1)(-) 0.8116(9.03E-3)(-)
WFG8
8 0.6839(1.78E-2) 0.6869(1.39E-2)(-) 0.4405(3.49E-3)(+) 0.3155(1.51E-3)(+) 0.5908(5.04E-3)(+) 0.6850(5.72E-3)(-)
15 0.7340(7.08E-3) 0.5470(5.14E-3)(+) 0.3412(8.14E-4)(+) 0.2065(0.97E-2)(+) 0.6455(5.90E-4)(+) 0.6246(1.24E-2)(+)
20 0.7831(2.08E-2) 0.6855(5.75E-3)(+) 0.4928(9.16E-2)(+) 0.1117(4.95E-4)(+) 0.7844(8.87E-3)(=) 0.6027(4.21E-2)(+)
WFG9
8 0.7694(8.69E-0) 0.7328(8.73E-3)(+) 0.4488(0.55E-3)(+) 0.3030(5.00E-2)(+) 0.7444(3.41E-2)(+) 0.7528(4.91E-2)(+)
15 0.8329(8.16E-3) 0.6105(0.13E-2)(+) 0.3359(7.18E-4)(+) 0.2176(3.91E-2)(+) 0.7294(0.34E-3)(+) 0.6595(4.06E-2)(+)
20 0.7829(2.79E-2) 0.7299(5.76E-4)(+) 0.4881(8.07E-4)(+) 0.1923(6.55E-1)(+) 0.7128(8.78E-3)(+) 0.7824(5.36E-2)(=)
+/=/- 19/1/7 22/3/2 27/0/0 20/2/5 18/3/6
which have been discussed in Section II are utilized to perform
comparisons on selected test problems. In these comparisons,
the numbers of function evaluations regarding each compared
algorithm are counted until 1) the metric E ≤ 0.01 formulated
by (5)
E =
√√√√
m∑
i=1
(znadi − zi)
2/(znadi − z
∗
i )
2 (5)
where zi denotes the i-th element of the estimated nadir point
derived from the extreme points generated by the compared
algorithm or 2) the maximum function evaluation numbers
100, 000 is met. The experimental results for DTLZ1, DTLZ2,
and WFG2 with 8-, 10-, 15-, and 20-objective are plotted in
Fig. 5. Please note that the reason of choosing these three test
problems is that they cover the various shapes of PF (i.e.,
DTLZ1, DTLZ2, and WFG2 are with linear, concave, and
convex PF, respectively) and characteristics of objective value
scales (i.e., DTLZ1 and DTLZ2 are with the same objective
value scales while WFG2 is not). Specifically, the ideal points
of DTLZ1, DTLZ2, and WFG2 are {0, · · · , 0}, and the nadir
points are {0.5, · · · , 0.5}, {1, · · · , 1}, and {2, 4, · · · , 2m},
respectively. In addition, the population size is specified as 200,
the probabilities of SBX and polynomial mutation are set to
be 0.9 and 1/n, and both of distribution index are set to be 20.
Because the proposed DNPE is based on the decomposition to
estimate the nadir point, E ≤ 0.01/m and maximum function
evaluation number with 100, 000/m are set to be the stopping
criteria for estimating each extreme point.
The results performed by compared nadir point estimation
methods on 8-, 10-, 15-, and 20-objective DTLZ1, DTLZ2,
and WFG2 are illustrated in Figs. 5a, 5b, and 5c, respectively.
It is clearly shown in Fig. 5a that these compared algorithms
find the satisfactory nadir points of the DTLZ1 which is
with the linear PF within the predefined maximum function
evaluation numbers, and the proposed DNPE takes the least
numbers of function evaluations over the four considered
objective numbers. Moreover, WC-NSGA-II cannot find the
nadir point over DTLZ2 with concave PF and WFG2 with
convex PF with 10-, 15-, and 20-objective, and PCSEA cannot
find the nadir point over WFG2 with different objective value
scales, while the proposed DNPE performs well on both test
problems with all considered objective numbers. In addition,
the proposed DNPE is scalable to the objective number in
the estimating nadir points of the MaOPs, which can be seen
from Figs. 5a and 5b. In summary, the proposed DNPE shows
quality performance in estimating nadir point of MaOPs with
different PF features and objective scales.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, an IGD indicator-based evolutionary algo-
rithm is proposed for solving many-objective optimization
problems. In order to obtain a set of uniformly distributed
reference points for the calculation of the IGD indicator,
a decomposition-based nadir point estimation method is de-
signed to construct the Utopian PF in which the reference
points can be easily sampled. For solving the deficiency of
the Utopian PF being as the PF in the phase of sampling the
reference points, one rank assignment mechanism is proposed
to compare the dominance relation of the solutions to the
reference points, based on which three types of proximity
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Fig. 5. The numbers of function evaluations performed by WC-NSGA-II,
PCSEA, and DNPE on DTLZ1, DTLZ2, and WFG2 with 8-, 10-, 15-, and
20-objective.
distance assignments are designed to distinct the quality of the
solutions with the same front rank values. In addition, the lin-
ear assignment principle is utilized as the selection mechanism
to choose representatives for concurrently facilitating the con-
vergence and diversity of the proposed algorithm. In summary,
based on the proposed nadir estimation method, the proposed
dominance comparison approach, rank value and proximity
distance assignment, and selection mechanism collectively im-
prove the evolution of the proposed algorithm towards the PF
with promising diversity. In order to qualify the performance of
the proposed algorithm, a series of well-designed experiments
is performed over two widely used benchmark test suites with
8-, 15-, and 20-objective, their results measured by the selected
performance metric indicate that the proposed algorithm is
with considerable competitiveness in solving many-objective
optimization problems. In addition, we utilize the proposed
algorithm to solve one real-world many-objective optimization
problem, in which the satisfactory results demonstrate the su-
periority of the proposed algorithm. Moreover, experiments are
performed by the proposed decomposition-based nadir point
estimation method against a couple of competitors over three
representative test problems (DTLZ1, DTLZ2, and WFG2)
with challenging features in PF shapes and objective value
scales, the experimental results reveal the satisfactory results
obtained by the proposed nadir point estimation method. In
near future, we will place our efforts mainly on two essential
aspects 1) constructing more accurate PF with limited informa-
tion priori to obtaining the Pareto-optimal solutions to improve
the development of indicator-based algorithms which require
the uniformly distributed reference points, and 2) extending
the proposed algorithm to solve constrained many-objective
optimization problems.
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